Democrats mourn election loss
Students celebrate Bush victory
By Lisa Hannon
Daffy staff writer
Election night began on a businesslike note for SJSU College Republicans as they telephoned voters
to rally last-minute support.
But by the night’s end, the students were triumphantly celebrating
the victory of their candidate. Vice
President George Bush.
Between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m..
about 10 people manned the telephones in a downtown office build-

ing.
Mark Kenwonhy, campaign coordinator for the College Republicans,
said each volunteer contacted approximately 30 households per hour.
When they heard Bush was projected to receive more than the crucial 270 electoral votes, they were
relatively calm.
But when Gov. Michael Dukakis
won the state of New York. they
showed more emotion.
"I was shocked." said College

Republican President Robert Black.
’Everyone
projected that Bush
would win."
"We were expecting to get New
York." said Scott Lane, the club’s
vice president.
After they left their phone bank at
7:30 p.m., members moved on to the
"victory party" at the Italian Gardens.
The somber faces were left behind
with the telephones. In the parking
See BUSH, page 5

Campus Democrats content with effort
Hy Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
Democratic pie,idential candidate Michael Duka
kis’ defeat Tuesday night brought disappointment.
hut not regret to SJSI Campus fkmocrat,.
A handful of club members gathered in a private
home to ,A.11,11 Dukakis concession speech shortly
after the polls closed in Calhoun.’
’This sucks," said sesci ii ot those in the room.
"We’re looking tom ard to double impeachment," said Campus Ikmocrat Jim Bock. "This is an
example ot substance losing out to image...

Campu,
lai John Press agreed
’This is a maim mistake for the country
he
said. "Bush is a liar, and his lies have paid in We’re
going to hint: tour more years ol George Bush drug
running, environmental wrecking. t.mert wars, and
lying."
"I hope the Constitution holds up tor another four
years," Bock said
Despite Dukakis’ concession. the students brightened at the announcement that Dukakis %, a, leading in
Santa Clara C’ounty.
See DUKAA’IS page 5
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Student voters
cast ballots at
local churches

Doug Duran -- Daily staff photographer

SJSU students Johnny Visconsi (left) and Nathan Moore sign in to vote at the Sikh temple on Third Street

By Zac Shess
Daily staff writer
If you entered the Mann Enterprises and Hall Tuesday you had two
choices cover your head and take
off your shoes or vote in the presidential election.
When the elections aren’t going
on, the building on 10th and San
Fernando streets is divided between
a banquet hall on the right and a Sikh
Temple on the left. Tuesday. the
banquet hall served as a polling
place.
Pink streamers and magazine clippings about the religion greeted voters as they entered the building.
The hall is a converted gymnasium with scratched wooden floors.
If the basketball rim were still up,
casting a vote and then sinking a 10foot jump shot would have been a
possibility.
For further ambiance, the voters
here were treated to heavy-bassed
dance music from a large portable
radio.

Pink streamers and
clippings about the
religion greeted
voters as they
entered the
building.
Vincent Marino, an SISI. senior
majoring in industrial technology,
was not impressed.
"The place is a dump." he said.
Marino was the only student
among a handful of people waiting
to vote.
Precinct officer Wanda Abernathy
said many students had voted at the
hall by mid -afternoon. However, she
said couldn’t give a specific number.
"We’ve had a lot of first-time votSee VOTE, page 5

Forty-hour marathon pits literature against television
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Insomniacs might want to attend
Thursday’s 2 a.m. reading of "Normal Neurosis," a hook by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton
Fullenon’s book is one of three
which will he read in a 40-hour public reading marathon in the Art Quad
starting at 7 a.m. today and ending
Thursday at II p.m.
The marathon was staged to encourage people to read rather than

Books by Fullerton, Stephen King featured at public reading on campus
watch television, said Rich Min. Kin a senior majoring in political
science.
Along with other students. MacKinnon is hosting the public readings
to promote literature as a pasttime.
"The purpose of the public reading is to remind students and faculty
that the influence of literature is limited to those who choose to be in non,

Help for lovelorn

Service composes letters
for unconfident writers
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
The ability to communicate one’s
feelings can make or break a
relationship. Those who have problems putting their passion into words
can now get help from professionals.
For $35 a year. "Eloquence." a
love -letter writing service, will send
monthly, passionate letters to the sucriber’s sweetheart. The deal includes a bonus card on Valentine’s
Day.
Shere Medina, a writer and editor
for the service, said the letters are
designed for people who have to
spend a lot of time away from each
other. The writers will personalize
letters for any situation.
Subscribers are asked to fill out a
questionnaire listing the letter -recipient’s nickname, musical taste, favorite perfume and other personal details.
The service, located in Joshua
Tree. California, guarantees the letters are written with "eloquence."
Medina said the word is "a characteristic describing one who speaks
finth beautifully, as if words were
art. The person who possesses it is

’Eloquence is
power. It is the
earmark of
success.’
Shore Medina
Writer
commanding and dynamic. Eloquence is power. It is the earmark of
success."
In addition to writing love letters,
the service also offers customized
romance novels. For $50, a customer can star in his or her own 50page novel.
A sample love letter looks like
this:
"Dear Mary,
When I’m alone and having a
quiet moment to myself. I stop and
consider all the wonderful things
you’ve brought to my life. The ways
in which I have benefitted are too
numerous to list . . .
See LETTERS, page 5

herrn:ed.’. MacKinnon said.
Around -the-clock readings of Stephen King’s "Pet Semetary." Samuel Beckett’s "More Pricks Than
Kicks" and "Normal Neurosis,"
will compete with a television set
broadcasting programs, he said.
The television gives students a
comparison of both entertainment
forms, he said.

Other universities have had marathon public readings, but SJSU will
he the first to compare reading with
watching television, according to
MacK innon.
"It’s going to put the marathon in
context by having a television present," he said. "That still allows
people to decide whether they want
to read, listen to the reading, or lis-

ten to the -UV
The two days still he divided into
80 half-hour shins, he said. Volunteers will read for 30 minutes and
then spend the same amount of time
listening to others read.
MacKinnon said he still needs
volunteers to read, hut would prefer
to have readers who will like what
they are doing.

"I only want them to read if they
really enjoy reading in public." he
said.
He said he encourage, e ery one to
"come out and just "Mil UN and
maybe get some fun out of it.
"If we don’t have people to read
every shift. then I’ll have back-up
readers to fill in for them.. he said
MacKinnon said he encourages
crowds to keep the readers company..
"especially when it gets dark" The
See READING, page 5

New wells allow ground -water testing
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Geology students will get firsthand experience with the world 75
feet underground next semester.
Hew Drilling Company began
digging three wells by Duncan Hall
Tuesday. Students will use the wells
to test ground water.
The $4,000 project will he finished by the end of the week. said
John Williams, chairman of the geology department.
The drilling was financed with lottery funds set aside for "innovative
teaching." he said.
Williams said he thinks SJSU is
the only university in California with
this kind of underground testing ability.
"Basically, it’s a full-scale working environment that will help study
our ground water." he said.
The wells will be used as "fullscale demonstrations and a laboratory site for our students so they
can get some hands-on experience,"
Williams said.
Nancy Speaker, a project geologist for EMCON, an environmental
organization, said she supervised the
drilling so it meets the requirements
for the country’s Department of
Water Resources."
Equipment to monitor the water
See WELLS, page 5

Greg Walton
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Nancy Speaker (left) and Casto Pineda take soil samples from a well next to Duncan Hall
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Voting is over
but issues remain

)tes

have been tallied and the nation
is made its choice.
George Bush will he the next president
I the United States.
The Michael Dukakis supporters are in
mourning and understandably so. The man they
worked so hard for, the cause of the common
man the s touted, and the candidate that was I 7
percentage points ahead of Bush in July, has
lost
"Hies think that
Editorial
Bush is ill rule with
out compassion and with an iron thumb. They
fear his right-wing philosophy will rule out an
social change.
Man) forget the process that put George
13ush in the White House: Democracy. Presidents. s) mpathetic to ) our viewpoint or not,
has e to listen to the voice of the people. That is
the beaut) of the system.
True. it can be difficult to pass certain programs is ith a president who doesn’t share your
political s iews. But giving up and looking forward to .Q.2 instead of lornorrovA does not help
an one
Noss Dukakis’ supporters can really prove
simerit) to their causes. They can display their
commitment to issues like child care, college
education and lower defense spending by lobbying local and state government. Congress
and by organizing public support. These issues
won’t die after the election.
Bush has four years to prove his claims. We
will see if the ship will sail or sink with his
steady -as-she-goes philosophy.
More importantly, we will see if Dukakis
supporters were saying more than political
hype.
Regardless of who leads, the people can
still make a difference.
see if they want to.

Letters to the Editor
Rituals not ’hazing’ just a little fun
Liii
I have recently encountered a past editonal letter
published on May 12. Pfliti. concerning the haiing incident at Chi Pi Sigma
an academic fraternity tor administration 01 justi:e majors. Janeen Vitalie. the author
of the previously mentioned letter, claims that the haling
scene at Chi Pi Sigma was "even more alarming" than
those ot a -social fraternity" or "black fraternity ." because "these young men and women are administration
it tisii c majors. the future law enforcers of our soXlthough I can understand her concerns as to the
ciety
d,iiic. si this "private ritual.- I despise her discriminatory attitude toward fraternity members who are administrative noMee majors.
As .t present pledge of Chi Pi Sigma. I have undergone the -carnival night." Prim t is insolvement in
"carnival night." I must admit I agreed v, uh her concerns of the dangers involved in such iii e%C111 HO% ever, after being a participant. I reali/ed that the actives
have no intention of injuring or endangering the pledges.
Daniel J. Shiu
Junior
tdministration of Justice

All supporters were invited
ii

10 Sir A % laid’. i.iimplaints. the Dukakis
apearance at San Jose State I niversity never was intended solely for students at this UllRersity The general
public was invited. and lei us not forget that support
staff, counselors, librarians. !acuity and administrators
are also pan of the university community with as much
right as students to take advantage of the opportunity to
see and hear the Democratic candidate for president. Michael Dukakis.
As far as access to the Ballroom, everyone who was
willing to sign up as a volunteer (as I did) or who took
the trouble to call the number on the flyer given out on
friday around the Sindent Union to offer their help could
have been one ol the sii al led VIP ticket holders. I came
back to the Univer,it on Sunday, my day off, and
worked from 930 a in to I :IX) p.m., helping to get the
Ballroom ready Most ii my co-workers on Sunday were
SJSU students and .i,. tise members of the Campus Democrats who continued working Sunday long after I had to
leave. On Monday morning we got up at 4 a.m. to get to
campus by 5 a.m so we could continue preparations for
our candidate’s appearance at SJSU.
I do not understand why Mr. Aylard found it "shocking’’ that union members were present. Many of the Dukakis campaign volunteers and precinct workers are
imion members as the maiority of us are staunch Democrats who give freely of our time and money to support
the party that supports unions and the average worker
That we were rewarded for the hours and hours of per
minal time we have given in this campaign with opporu
nay to see, in person. the candidate for whom we have
worked so hard. I do not find shocking in the least.
Beverly Waller
’ndercraduate
Administrative Operations

Trophy hunting: no longer a toss-up
I caught the bouquet. Again.
Recently I attended the seventh
wedding of about 20 I’ve been
invited to since til,s di% Mee five
years ago. As a divorced person I
am now eligible to stand among the
in
crowd ot "available"
females vying for the dubious honor
of catching the bridal bouquet.
Its rather silly. really, when you
picture a crowd of ID or 20 single
females ranging in age from 6 to 60
ready to fight tooth and nail over a
bunch of flowers that have already
been used.
Why do we do it. anyway?
Do we really believe that we’ll be
the next to he married if we catch
the stupid thing?
Is it really important to walk
away with the coveted souvenir of
the entire event?
I don’t quite know how to
phenomenon.
this
explain
Something just conies over me at
the precise motnent the bride turns
her back. My competitive nature
begins to take over. The adrenaline
starts to flow. My reflexes coil for
the jump. My ga.te sharpens to
gauge the exact spot the tossed
bouquet will land. I live for the
thrill of victory.
Once the trophy is in my hands,
him es er. a lit terent reaction sets in.
Awareness slowly dawns as I stare
at the riot of colors in my. grasp. I
begin hi shake. I cannot speak. My
breathing becomes labored. I curse
the impulse that guided me to this
fatal moment. I wonder with horror
if the tradition. in fact, could have a
spark of truth to it.
Over the years. I caught enough
bouquets. apparently, to finally
warrant the tossing of my own. The
bridesmaid who caught it. Christia,
was married six months later to
Terry, who caught the garter my
new husband threw. It was the first
time either of them had caught

Sallie Mattison
anything at a wedding. It was also
the last time I heard from either of
them again.
The first bouquet I collected
post -divorce was front the wedding
of my cousin Bruce, who married
my brother’s second ex-wife
Debbie.
The actual plucking of the
bouquet out of the air is a blur in

bridesmaid.
It wasn’t enough that I had a
bridesmaid’s bouquet, or that each
of my daughters had flower girl
baskets. I wanted the whole ball of
wax, so to speak.
I’m happy to report that, although
I did step on one guest’s toes to get
at the bouquet. I did not elbow
anyone in the face as I scrambled
over the shorter people in front of
me to catch the flying flowers. This
whole sequence was recorded on
videotape.
At Ruth Anne’s wedding this
summer I swore I would not make
an idiot of myself once again. I
would not even join the gaggle. I
vowed. If I wasn’t standing there. I
couldn’t catch it, I reasoned.
Twenty minutes and my sixth
bouquet later. I was looking into the
anguished eyes of the bride’s sister.

My reflexes coil for the jump. My gaze
sharpens to gauge the exact spot the
tossed bouquet will land . . .
my memory, hut the photographer
froze the moment quite nicely for
me.
I was appalled p see that I had
body -blocked three other women
lone of whom was my Aunt Mary,
the mother of the groom), while
pushing one of my small daughters
out of the way with one hand and
grabbing the bouquet out of the
grasp of the maid of honor with the
other.
I turned down the next five
wedding invitations I received
because I did not feel confident in
my ability to control my behavior.
I attended Stella’s wedding only
because she was one of my very
best friends and had invited me to
share in her happy occasion as a

whom I stepped in front of to snatch
the bouquet.
This was essentially the same
group of girls who gathered for the
tossing at Julieann’s wedding a
month later. I swear I wouldn’t
have caught this one, but in the split
second after it sailed through the air.
I looked around and realized no one
else was making a move toward it.
They knew I was there.
My
reputation had, at last, preceded me.
I couldn’t embarrass the bride by
letting her bouquet hit the ground.
Since then, I’ve passed up two
opportunities to catch the bouquet.
I’m still debating whether to attend
Cheryl’s wedding this weekend.
I don’t think I need anymore
trophies.

The campus’ next best sharp-shooter hit a
high of 78.
"We’re on a different level, now," Grubish
says. "There’s nobody in this Pub that’s at this
level."
0;7)
"We own the top 20 scores, at least," Blakey
agrees. nodding.
Jeff
Grubish claims the shooting rivalry has
Elder
reached such an exclusive level because of traits
he and Blakey share. "We have the same mother
but different fathers." he claims.
Neither Blakey nor Grubish would ever make
it in the National Basketball Association. At
around 5 foot 8, with compact, muscular builds,
What began as a friendly competition they are definitely better-suited for the miniature
between two friends became a frenzied
foul -shooting machine than for the pro game.
shoot-out with both men’s honor on the
the proper state of mind, not the physical
line.
But
The foul line, that is.
tools, is the key to their phenomenal scores,
When the 50-cent Master Shot basketball
the two sharp-shooters say.
game was installed in the Spartan Pub. Pub
"After you get past 80. it’s all mental,"
employees Gary Blakey and "Minnesota" Tim
Blakey explains. "You have to get psyched up."
Grubish set their sights on scoring 50 points, 10
"I have to drink a pitcher and a half of Sierra
Nevada (Pale Ale)," Grubish says. "A pitcher
points above the mark that earns players a free
and a half and the desire to beat Gary’s ass. That’s
game.
Ninety days. 3(X) games and $150 later.
all I need."
"I can’t drink when I play this game,"
they’ve set their sights on 100.
Blakey says, shaking his head.
"They’ve become machines," explains their
Blakey favors a two-handed shot, which he
friend and a former Pub employee. J.D. Douglas.
says is more accurate. Grubish uses a one-handed
"They’re not human anymore. They just lock
onto the machine. Forget the election. This is the shot so he can grab balls with his other hand as
soon as they return. Both are able to fire more
real competition."
than 40 shots in the one minute of shooting the
Blakey. who estimates he has spent $100
game allows. If they miss more than four shots,
perfecting his game, now leads the competition
their chance for a record vanishes.
with a high score of 98.
Despite their fierce competition, the two have
Grubish, who blames his deficit on a flu bug
never wagered on the game.
that kept him home for 2 days. has spent $50
"We don’t need to bet," Blakey says. "The
attaining a score of 93 in the game.

Elder Skelter

Shooting for sainthood

the days before "The Brady Bunch" and
Infeudalism, every boy wanted to become
president. Girls were supposed to become
Nancy Reagan. Luckily, only one did.
Today, children can choose from a number
of career goals they probably won’t achieve.
The world of wishes is filled with Jose
Cansecos and Debbie Thomases.
Ever since I was 13. I’ve wanted to write.
Throughout high school and college, others
have envied me for having a clear career goal.
It’s only recently that I started thinking about
money.
And how I’m going to make any as a
journalist.
The field is competitive, and it doesn’t pay
as well as business and engineering. Actually,
high salaries don’t matter much to me.
But I do want some comforts.
A comfort is not having too much debt. A
comfort is knowing I have enough money in
my pocket to eat out if I want to. Being able to
that’s a
buy clothes when I need them
comfort.
I’ve made a list of other occupations
because I’m graduating in May. If my career
grinds to a halt. I’ll have to take another train
to Securityville. I just hope there aren’t too
many stops on the way.
Advertising: This should be a comfortable
transition. In "Bosom Buddies." Tom Hanks
made advertising seem like a lot of fun. He and
Peter Scolari got to wear ties, dress like
women and act really goofy. I could be a copy
writer.
At a seminar I attended a few years ago, an
advertising executive said he liked to see
creative writing samples from his would-be
copy writers. I’ve been meaning to send him a
poem ever since. If he hired me. I could write
a slogan like "Be all you can he" and make a
million -billion dollars.
Fashion Modeling: During a year off from
school. I took a modeling course so I could
make $300 an hour like !man does. I learned
proper posture. runway turns, how to pose for
photos and how to match my colors properly.
Plus, the modeling school bilked me for only
$300. (I browbeat the instructors so! wouldn’t
have to pay $5(X) like everyone else in my
class.)
Actually, the course was fun, and I have
more respect for the profession than I did
before. Modeling takes intensity, intelligence
and preparation. Unfortunately, most of the
people are like "Love Boat" extras. And the
episode never ends.
Gerald() Rivera: I could grow a monkeygrinder mustache, see? Then I could bash my
face with a dictionary so my nose would look
like his. Ethics? I never had much use for them
anyway.
I’d work for ABC until they realized
ratings don’t always equal integrity. The
makeover would be complete when my own
show hit syndication years later. Maybe I
wouldn’t look exactly like Gerald. But at
least no one would confuse me for a journalist
anymore.
Managing the New York Yankees: If
everyone can he famous for at least 15
minutes. then I’ll take mine in Manhattan. If
George Steinbrenner likes me enough. I might
even last 20.
Here’s my plan: When newly hired
Manager Dallas Green is axed. I’ll pretend to
be the skipper Steinbrenner has hired in his
place. I’ll walk into spring training and try to
collect a paycheck before the owner screams at
me and sends me packing.
If he doesn’t fire me, look for the Yankees
to be six games up by the All -Star break.
Vic Vogler is the Copy Editor.
thrill is just walking in here every day and looking
up on that board to see if the record stands."
The game flashes the high score on its
scoreboard, a space Blakey and Grubish have
alternated owning for the last month. One day
Grubish achieves a high score, and the next
Blakey tops him.
Their reputation as shooting stars grows each
time they set a new record. When one of them
gets close to a new record, their fellow Pub
employees
as well as their boss, Steve Doo
stop to watch the historic moment. If they set a
new record, an announcement of the new record
over the Pub’s public address system usually
brings them a round of applause from Pub
patrons.
The two may never go much beyond Blakey’s
98.
"I’m determined to reach 100," Grubish
says. "But when I hit that. I’m quitting."
"Once I beat his high score," Blakey says,
"I’ll stop."
Douglas thinks the 1(X) plateau could make
legends of the two.
"Once they break I(X). it’s sainthood," he
says. "They’ll he Pub legends forever."

Pub super-shooters Gruhish and Blakey
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Students organize recycling drive
Newspaper bins
placed on campus
By Sean Mulcaster

SpartaGuide
alendur
Spur lo( II We 11 a lig
for SJSl’ mulent. tat ulA and waft
organi:atums. hem .% may he submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Hemel Hall Room 208. hut
will not he accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the nett day’s publication is noon.
TODAY

Daily staff writer

If Steve Henson has his way, alter
people finish reading today’s paper.
they will put it in one of the white
boxes around campus marked
"Newspaper recycling . Henson and Ernesto Montenerro
are SJSU environmental studies majors, who have organized a paper re
cycling effort to conserve energy and
reduce litter on campus.
"The idea is to save energy,"
Henson said. "We want to encour
age people not to just throw paper
away. The advantage is to save en
ergy and space in our garbage
dumps. It’s been predicted that our
dumps will he full within the next 10
years."
The students have placed 1 I
wooden boxes near newspaper
stands on campus In seven days.

The students have
placed wooden
boxes near
newspaper stands.

Reed Magazine: Send submissions
for fiction, poetry and art to Faculty
Offices Room 102. For information
call 286-8153.
NSSI.HA: The team approach, 4
p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room. For
information call 7714-2527.
Association of Rock-N -Roll: Meeting, 8 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room
For information call 287-6417.

Greg Watton - Daily staff photographe

Margie Shaul,

a

Re-Entry
Advisory
Program:
Brown hag lunch. "Preparing or finals and managing exam anxiet).trial Seleik e Building.
I 2:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room.
North side of Duncan Hall.
For information call 924-5913.
1:1111
ClliniliCe of the Student
Bul-Lyt: Bake sale. 8:30 a.m.Union. south side.
South side of Dudley Moore- noon, Student Union. For information call 356-5912.
head Hall.

junior majoring in nuirnion, supports campus recycling efforts

they have collected more than 350 boxes.
The newly formed club doesn’t
pounds of newspapers.
Henson said the recycling money have a name yet. Henson said it
is funneled back into the club, but probably will he called SAFER (Stuemphasized that profit is not its pur- dent Activists for Environmental Repose.
sponsibility).
"We got between $5 and $6 after
The group delivers the papers to
the first collection." Henson said. Arata Western, a San Jose recycling
"It’s a long way off, hut eventually, company that pays $25 per ton of
if we can make enough money, we paper.
would like to donate as an outreach
"We’re just getting off the ground
to homeless people from students."
still,’’ Henson said. "As we grow,
Gadway Construction of San Jose we would like to spread out and redonated the plywood Henson and cycle other paper products. like
Montenero used to build the 4-foot computer paper. WS more than just

picking up new Tapers on Saturday.
mornings.
Henson said the club needs solunteers to help organize meetings. publish flyers and support the recy ding
movement.
"We as a society can’t just sit
around when it conies to recycling,’
Henson said. "We hope to grow.
It’s a very workable idea.’’
Here is where the bins are located:
In front of the Music Building
on Seventh Street.
Southeast entrance of the Indus-

Northeast entrance of Sweeney
Hall.
Between the men’s and women’s gymnasiums.
West side of the Student Union,
between two cafeterias.
In front of Clark Library.
East side of the Science Building.

SJSU students tour fabled Galapagos Islands
By Leah Pets
Daily staff writer
More than a century ago, the marine life of the Galapagos Islands
inspired Charles Darwin’s theory of
evolution.
In January, SJSU students will
have a chance to let the fabled is.
lands inspire their own studies.
Oren Pollak. a geography professor at UC-Davis, will escort students
and anyone else interested on a tour
through 14 of the 30 islands to see
the variety of flora and fauna. Resident naturalists will add information
about their studies of the area.
The Galapagos Islands belong to
Ecuador and are located about 650
miles from the mainland. Several of
the islands are of volcanic origin.
The population is about 5.000, hut
the number of tourists arriving annually now exceeds 14,(XX).
Tours of the islands are strictly
regulated because many of the is -

The Galapagos Islands belong to
Ecuador and are located about 650 miles
from the mainland.
lands’ species are endangered. said
1 L uador is attempting to preserve
Bill Takizawa, chairman of the ge- the habitats of these plants and aniography department.
mals. But the efforts are hampered
The Galapagos tour. Jan. 3-17, is by the abundance of undomesticated
the first offered by the Continuing animals, such as dogs. cats and rats,
Education Office.
brought to the islands by sailors and
Endangered species on the islands colonists.
include the iguana, the Galapagos
Students will cruise the islands
penguin and tortoise, the lava lizard, aboard the M.V. Santa Cniz, a firstand a variety of plants.
class vessel built exclusively for the
Galapagos penguins are the sec- Galapagos tour. Participants will
ond-smallest type of penguin in the spend most nights on hoard.
world, according to the tour broThe ship’s guides will transport
chure.
students to and from shore on small
Other inhabitants of the islands boats, called pangas.
are the Antartic fur seals, 600-pound
Hood Island offers a view of the
giant tortoises and sea birds.

Crime Watch
Stolen bike: A Univega bicycle was stolen at about 10:30 a.m.
Thursday in the Wahlquist Library area. Estimated loss was
$130.

Theft: SJSU student Chris
Cooper reported that her purse
was stolen at about 9 p.m. Thursday from her dormitory room in
West Hall after she left her door
unlocked.
Stolen parking permit: An
SJSU staff member reported her
parking pemiit stolen from her
car at about 2 p.m. Friday in the

Fourth Street garage.
Vandalism: A vending ma
chine was vandalized 11 am
Monday on the first floor of the
Student Union. The coin box on
the machine was apparent I v
kicked off.
Stolen motorcycle: SJSU stu
dent Michael Scharff reported his
motorcycle stolen at about 5:30
p.m. Monday from the parking
area on West San Carlos and
Ninth streets. The motorcycle had
a crack in the front fender and a
black wire basket.

University Community
Since 1934

The tour is not limited to the islands. Students will visit Quito, the
450-year-old capital ot Ecuador, and
the Banco Central Archaeological
Museum. The museum houses art,
archaeological and gold artifact collections.
Participants can receive two units
of geography credit for the tour at an
extra (union eharge. The tour cost is
$1.907 and includes airfare.
The enrollment deadline has been
extended from the original Nov. 6
date because space is still available.
On Tuesday, five of the 15 available
spots had been reserved. according
to Sandra Arnold, representative for
Continuing Education’s Travel Program.

Copies after five
After bows or befire work, depend on kinko’s for
quality copies.

kinkoss

310 S THIRD STREET 295-4336
481 E. SAN
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Account Faecal...A
Canal Anderson Cyndy Anolreson %Jana Shard
Philippe
Blair Cehn
Sandra Iterns
cepeda Michelle Dank, Mike (inn,, 1)ettlne
(aro., Mike lohnhin Penn,, King IMane Kirk Anne
KInver I in Mt( .re.,.., lion Kerine ’rotor. Robinwon
Shern Sarles Kornberly Sialf 1)ave Soanton it...
Wills en Woulwonh Janette Wygal

I urnan,

12:30

p ri .

s U

Almaden

Room. For information call 92-1
6033.
S.U. Gallery: Don Farber phot,
phy exhibit. "Taking reIngL:
L.A.," 3:30 lecture. 4:30 receptioli
For information call 924-6330.
Akbayan: Bowl-a-thon, 4 p.m .
Student I ’mon. For information call
370-’065.

Physics Department: Speaker lel
trey Scargle. N AS Spa, s
Division, "(’haos in ()nasal.. I
p.m.. Science Building Room 251
For information call 924 5261.
Dhana of Hawaii: Sushi Night.
p.m., Yuri’s Restaurant. For intor
minion call 924-7942.
Women’s Council Networking
Group: Lunch vi..ith Dean Doti 11".’
Escobar, noon. S.1’. (
Room. For inlormation
0204.

Game teaches stock market tactics
McDaniels said. describing
the game. "The stock market is just
Like most people who gamble or like a rollercoaster. I was 11111e di,
. 111
when I only made $ )or
)
play the stock market. Teresa McDa- (n
Friday.heartene
niel has an appetite for winning.
The SJSU student screamed for
"Anyway. is real postlixe tor
joy when she found out her $80,000 students. You get to learn :tbout the
investment in Sears Roebuck stock
interact with
hier sTkeuadrenti,. and
paid off in one day. She was $1 00,- otherck
and tea, hers on %%hat
000 richer,
daily
doing
you’re
At least she pretended to be.
All contestants recei%e a SN111,15
McDaniels. a senior majoring in account from which they can imest
finance, won only satisfaction in a in up to 40 companies. They
can
national investment competition. borrow 25 percent of the account.
Along with students nationwide, she
An 800 number is provided for the
entered AT&T’s Collegiate Investcontestants to borrow, sell or trade
ment Challenge
This first annual business oltilest, their stocks
to think about how
"It’s 1,e
hosted by Wall Street Gullies. Inc.,
said
is open to college students and pro- much you’re w inning per day
lessors across the country. The corn- Jon Resells. .111, )ther finance student
petition began Nov. I and the final in the competition "You base
look at the whole IV itir months 1,, pin
day of trading will be Feb. 28.
The person who earns the most in point your progress I’m just III it tin
the stock market wins $25,000 in the learning experience because i,,jj
real money. Other prizes include get a good understanding In the liii
trips to New York and the Bahamas. ket. It’s a nice feelitw
"You win $20,01X) then you $300,000 in bind day
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
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Career Planning and Placement:
Careers in environmental studies,
p.m.. Dudley Moorhead Hall Room
235A. Co-op orientation. 1:30 p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room. For information call 924-6033.
Pi Sigma Alpha: Post -election analysis, noon. S.U. Amphitheatre. For
information call 377-5349.
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
gaming area, 6 p.m., S.U. Upper
Pad. For weekend games and information call 377-5349.
Public Readings of Stephen King
Novels: 7 a.m.- II p.m. Thursday.
Art Quad. Bring sleeping hags. For
information call 377-5349.

%%omen’s Resource Center: Rape
prevention and sell delense panel.
noon, S.C. Almaden Room. For information call 924-6500.
Track Club: Workout 3 p.m..
South Campus Track
Social Dance Club: Weekly dance
practice. 5 p.m.. SA: Guadalupe
Room. For information call 4261366.
team)
Meeting
and
MEChA:
workshop. 6 p.m., Wahlquisi library Nonh Room 307. For information ,
295,2551.
FMA: Meeting with guest speaker
Julie Bulich. 5 p in S.U. Costanoan Room For whit-minion call
248 11514

01-
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ONLY
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6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

ACCUTUNE
& BRAKE

298-7722
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CHFC.KS

OPEN 7:30 A .M
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
E SANTA CLARA
Al lIth STREET

510

Corn husking contest
in the D.C.
Dorm students only
Each hall send a representative.
Whoever shucks the most corn in 3
minutes WINS!!
When:
TONIGHT
What time: 6-6:30 p.m.
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SPORTS

Roommates bounce back to help
Spartans defend NCAA golf title

Shooting hoops

By Reggie Burton
Daily stall writer

The road to golfing ,U, ess for
Denise Philbnck and Dina Ammaccapane has not been without speed bumps
Both golfers have excelled while
plus ing at SAC. hut not before
ercoming personal setbacks
Philbrick was in the lead going
into the final round, hut faded and

finished fourth at last year’s NCAA
tournament at l.as Cruces. N.M.
Her top-four finish earned her a
trip to Japan to represent the United
States against that country in December.
She also qualified for the U.S.
Open over the summer.
Going into the nationals. Phi [brick
carried a heavy heart. For two years.
while she battled on the golf course,
her father battled with cancer. He
died in October.
"It’s been a tough comeback."
said the senior majoring in human
performance. "It has taken me a
long time to get my inertial game and
attitude hack "
For two ’,ears. Philbrick played in
tournaments as her father lay ill.
’The thing about Denise is her desire.’ Ammaccapane said ot her teammate arid roommate.
Ammaccapane has also shown desire.

She captured her first collegiate
tournament championship at the
Tulsa Vised Tournament in Tulsa.

At the Siafflord Invitational, Phil Okla., Oct. 16
Eight months prior to the tourna- brick tied futi iourth in a field of 106.
ment. Ammaccapane was severely Ammaccapane tied for 74th at 242.
The Spartans finished sixth out of 21
injured in an automobile accident.
She suffered a compound fracture teams.
of the tibia of her right leg. a fracAmmaccapane has a lower course
tured fibula, and a broken right average 174.4) than Philbrick (76.8).
wrist.
Philbrick said she wants to gain as
"So many things flashed through much experience as possible before
my mind," Ammaccapane said. leaving SJSU.
the
" ’Will I be able to play?.
"I’m improving as I go along,"
team, my parents. everything."
said the Hayward native. "The comDoctors told her she would he in a petition is great here. Everyone on
cast for four to six months.
the team hits long."
The golfer was encouraged when
Anunaccapane said she would like
doctors told her she would he able to
return to the game she had played to add to SJSC’s list of eight AllAmerican players.
since the age of 14.
But Ammaccapane said doctors
"I want to help the team win a nacautioned her about coming back too tional championship, finish well at
soon.
the nationals and become an All"I’m still not able to walk the full American ." she said.
18 holes. hut I try to is ilk as far as I
Ammaccapane finished 74th at the
can without pushing it.. she said.
Stanford Tournament with a score of
After three tournaments this sea242. "I just have to realize there will
son, Philbrick has been the most
be days like that." she said.
consistent of the two golfers.
In addition to being roommates,
She tied for second in a field of 88
at the Dick McGuire Invitational Philbrick :Ind Ammaccapane have
other things in common.
Sept. 29 with a score of 224.
Neither player made SJSU their
Ammaccapane tied for 13th with a
score of 229. SJSU finished fourth in first choice.
Philbrick attended the University
the 1K -team tournament.
Ammaccapane won the Tulsa of Hawaii on a golf scholarship for
Mixed Tournament over a field of 60 two years and Chabot College for
with a score of 220. Philbrick had a one before coming to SJSU.
Ammaccapane. a native of Phoetournament score of 237, good for
19th place. SJSU finished fifth out nih, spent one year at Arizona State
tis ersity before deciding on SJSU.
of 19 teams.

Offense dominates Blue-Gold game
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer

Monday’s annual Blue-Gold basketball game is is typical of intersquad scrimmages:
Plenty of ii) curse
Senior guard Steve Haney led an
experienced Gold team to a 111.76
victory over the Blue at the Spartan

Craig Kohir,,

Ron Benares of Theta (’hi fraternity. right, goes
to the hoop against Sigma Nu’s John Polind during Theta Chi’s second annual Basketball -a -than.

Daily staff photographer

The 24-hour event, held at Grace Baptist Church
and Community Center Gym, raises funds for
the community center.

Analysis

Big West ranks among the best
By Stan Carlin
Daily staff writer
rndouhted1). the B. ss est Conference is tine of the strongest women’s holley hall leagues in the coun-

from second place to sixth in the Big
Head Coach Dick Montgomery. s ho led the Spartans to the final
in
1984. knows a title is out of
tour
the question. How es el% in order for
West

tial to reach the final four. And they
should. However, if any of the other
teams hope to go any further, they’re
going to have to give it the best
they’ve eot

try
And its spectators would his squad to see any postseason action. his team must pl_i!. at its full
certainly vouch for that.
In fact. in this year’s NCAA
potential.
six Big West teams have reached the
San Diego State. along with the
SALES
top -20 during the 1988 campaign. Spartans, have flirted with second
Join
the
JCPenney
team this
These teams are Long Beach State place in conference phi) But like
holiday season and you’ll earn
s, I
crsity of the Pacific 11- the Spartans, they have also slipped.
extra money and receive a diss
i ) .!.i State X-6). SJSU
The Aztecs are current’) in fourth
.
I’
count on your personal purchases
San Luis Obispo (.5-9) place in the Big West.
, T., . ersit if Hawaii (14-0).
During the past three seasons, the
Full time and Part time positions
Ha V, I . iii started off the season at Northwest Region has been the startare available. Apply in person
number three, remains at that spot.
ing block for the NCAA national
during store hours.
But ».hy is this league considered champions. If things stay the way
one ot the hest in the nation?
they ’he been this season. history will
Could it he that during the past once again repeat itself.
three years a team from the Big West
Hawaii and UOP has e the potenEASTRIDGE MALL
has won the national championship’.’
With the strength in this league. it
seems to he more of a playoff pre
!MS ialtrax=1.7’
t81=110218 MOM= WWI= IRIMIC.7117
view rather than regular season pla.
Hawaii
Defending
champion
Stacy and Melissa are about to discover
came into the season as the top seed
a new fotir-kiter word for sex in the ’80s
to win the Big West. And they have
HeiPI
certainly fulfilled those expect&
lions.
The 14-0 Rainbow Wahines, led
by last year’, Reebok Player of the
Year. Teee Williams. are probably
on their way to another final four
sea w iii
However, there is another team
which is battling for the top spot: the
NO
9
University of the Pacific
UOP, who started off slow, is try
ing to make a last-minute corm:1-m, I.
MORRIS
for the conference title. With thy 1,
turn of two-time Player of the 1 cal
DAILEY
Elaina ()den, things are looking up
AUDITORIUM
for the Tigers. If they don’t finish on
top in league play, they will be a
tough contender during postseason

JCPenney

WEDNESDAY

NIGHT

OBLENA

play.
Long Reach is just another one of
those teams that is hanging around
for the playoffs. Since they are i fircc
games behind Hawaii, they arc

tually out of the picture.
Then there’s SJS1.1. San Diego
State. U(’ -Irvine and Cal Poly -San
Luis Obispo. Each team is battling
for a post season spot
A siring of drawbacks for the
Spartans, who showed promise earl)
in the season, have moved them

7 & 10 P.M.
$2.00 ADMISSION
FOR MORE INFO CALL 924-6260
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

A lighter loi tk

at What

happens in the dark_

Gymnasium.
Haney finished w ith a game -high
22 points on 7 of 14 shooting.
Forwards George Williams and
Tony Farmer added 19 and 18 points
for the Gold team.
The Gold team. comprised mostly
of returning seniors, lead at halftime
50-35.
The Blue team was led by sophomore Sean Dah is. who scored 21
academically inelpoints. Das
igible last season under Proposition
48, which requires a minimum 700
score on the SAT.
Spartan Head Coach Bill Berry
was semi -pleased with what he witnessed.
"Offensively. we passed the hall
well and I liked the teamwork,"
Berry said. "There were some
breakdowns defensi el . We have to
play better defense
Senior guard Anthony Perry
handed out a game -high seven assists for the Gold team. The Gold
had 29 assists for the game.
Davis added nine rebounds to
complement with his 21 points. The
Blue team received contributions
from center Angelo Foccia and

lie:Mutat) David Holloway.
occia scored IS points on 7 of 16
shooting. Hollow ay. a freshman
from Los Angeles’ Crenshaw High
School, added IS points. He was 6
of 12 from the field.
Berry said the scrimmage was
positive, hut the first real test will
come Friday when SJSC hosts Adelaide West Fad. :in Australian CI lib

team.
"We have a lot of work to do,"
Berry said. "I will he able to give a

better evaluation when we play
against some other competition."
* * *
Notes: Friday’s game with Adelaide West End 36ers. is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium

SJ S U’s
11#0;k

Award Winning...

Will present an evening of Traditional thru
Contemporary Big and Jazz styles
under the direction of:

DANIEL SABANOVICH
Listen to great Jazz sounds
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15 at 8:15 pm
in the MUSIC DEPT. CONCERT HALL

ADMISSION IS FREE!

You should know
about new c.p.t. sock
test. It’s the fast and easy
way to find out if you’re
pregnant. Or not. And
you find out in private.
lithe stick turns pink,
you’re pregnant. If it stays
white, you’re not. It’s that
simple.
If you have any
questions about c.p.t., call
us toll free 1-800-562-0266.
In New Jersey, call collect
(201)540-2458.
c.p.t. The first and
most trusted name in
pregnancy testing.
Introducing
nov e.p.Ostick test.

cied.
001.1111L-11’
1
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Reading

til2.
21

iirse
i),
as
ore

From page I
crowds can also change the TV
channel if they get bored with the
station, he said.
"Pet Sernetary" was chosen after
MacKinnon talked with Craig Strew,
an English instructor who recommended including a work by a popular author. Most colleges use heavy
literature like Homer’s "The IIliad"
for their reading marathons, he said.

Page 5

"We wanted a hook that at least
Fullerton wrote "Normal Neurohad author recognition, hut that a lot sis" with her husband, he said.
of people had not read before." he
"She’s just writing on the Amerisaid.
can condition which is neurotic, but
Becketts book "More Pricks it’s normal because it’s American...
Than Kicks" is "a little hit more in- he said.
tellectual," he said.
MacKinnon said he told Fullerton
"The term (pricks) might be mis- about the reading. but didn’t ask her
leading, but who knows, it might at- to read from her own hook.
tract some people," MacKinnon
I wanted to leave it up to her,"
said.
he said.
In 1934, the year the hook was
Hans Guth, a professor of Engfirst published, the term "prick" lish, supports the idea of a 40-hour
meant "pin -prick." he said.
reading marathon.

Vote: Students cast ballots at churches

heir

From page I
to vote, but said he didn’t mind the
ers too," Abernathy said.
wait.
She said turnout had been steady
"Up until last week I didn’t know
throughout the day.
which presidential candidate to vote
"We haven’t had any lines or for, but now I do, so yes it’s worth
backlog," Abernathy said.
it," Quirk said.
Mann Enterprises and Hall is one
At the back of the line, advertising
of three polling places within one sophomore Kristi Conforti said she
block of the SJSU campus.
liked the idea of a time limit.
Four blocks south at St. Vincent’s
"That’s good, if there’s a big line,
Church on 10th and San Salvador they should be prepared (to vote)."
Streets, the situation was different. Conforti said.
About 15 people stood in line to
The First Immanuel Lutheran
vote.
Church on Third Street was quiet at
Despite the line, precinct officer 2 p.m. About five people were votDwight McKinney said there had ing and there was no one waiting in
been no need to enforce the 10-min- line.
ute voting time limit.
But that wasn’t the case when the
"It’s been going pretty good all polls opened at 7 a.m. Polling offiday." McKinney said.
cial Jose Diaz said the morning flow
Robert Quirk, a senior majoring in of people was heavy.
aviation, said he waited 25 minutes
Brian Miller. a senior majoring in

iity
for
for

Bush: Students celebrate Republican victory

toetate
;U.

From page I
lot they donned campaign hats with
"Bush -Quayle" buttons and signs
saying, "Beat the media. Vote
Bush -Quayle."
As they entered the restaurant, the
College Republicans became rowdy
and excited. The 75 people already
inside stared at the rambunctious students, who yelled and gave each
other "high -fives."
"George really came through,"
said Gail Martini, College Republican secretary.
As Dukakis’ concession speech
was broadcast on eight television

mon

like

naI at

the
of
vill
les.
tve

sets and on a large screen, the students crowded around to watch.
Black placed an elephant nose on
his face as he watched Dukakis congratulate the new president-elect.
As Dukakis gave thanks to his
supporters, the Republicans chanted.
"GOP, GOP, GOP."
They also sang, "Hit the road
Mike, and don’tcha come back no
more, no more, no more, no more."
as Dukakis ended his speech.
"He made a graceful exit." Martini said.
"He just restated what he’s been
saying throughout his campaign,"

theater arts, welcomed the church’s
quiet. but was apprehensive about
the time limit.
"I was nervous, to he honest. For
the first time. I read the sample ballot first," Miller said.
Charlotta Knudsen, a senior majoring in industrial arts, voted by
herself for the first time.
"In the primary, I had to have my
roommate come with me and hold
my hand because I didn’t know what
to do," Knudsen said. "This time
I’m on my own."
Byron Wilburn has worked as a
precinct officer in four elections. He
called the day "fairly routine."
Like the other two polls nearby,
Wilburn said they had not enforced
the time limit.

said club member Carlo Ariani.
As the next president of the
United States flashed on the screen,
the lights were dimmed and the Bush
supporters screamed with joy.
All the people in the resturant applauded as he began his acceptance
speech.
The College Republicans were extremely satisfied with their participation in the election.
"This is the first time most of us
have worked this close with a campaign," Lane said. "This is the first
time I feel I helped and our candidate
got elected.

Dukakis: Supporters look back on campaign
From page I
"We kicked their butts in Santa
Clara County," Press said.
At a Dukakis supporter party at
the Hyatt in San Jose, about 400
people munched on appetizers and
sipped drinks while they watched the
returns on television.
The crowded room was noisy, but
the atmosphere subdued as campaign
volunteers and supporters greeted
each other.
"It’s going to he very hard to go
back to where I’m from and explain
this," said Murray Powers, a campaign volunteer visiting from Eng-

land.
He described the campaign as
"crass" and "cynical."
"I think Dukakis overestimated
American voters," he said. "I
thought more people would decide
for themselves."
He said he joined the campaign
because he wanted a "clear conscience."
Campus Democrats said that even
though they lost, they were satisfied
with their campaign efforts.
The important thing is that we
worked our asses off," said club

America deserved
a better challenger
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

What Americans have been
told would happen for weeks finally happened Tuesday night.
George Bush won the presidency
of this nation over Michael Dukakis.
But perhaps it would be more
appropriate to say that Dukakis
lost the election.
The Democratic candidate ran
one of the worst campaigns in
history. He failed to answer
Bush’s ridiculous liberal -bashing.
He waffled on issues. He did not
strongly support his positions, or
successfully refute those of Bush.
In the campaign’s second debate,
Dukakis kissed the election goodbye with a bloodless and
uninspired performance.
Even worse, the Dukakis cam
paign failed to cross-examine
Bush on his record on environmental issues, his administration’s relationship with Manuel
Noriega. and his role in the Iran /Contra scandal.
The campaign’s spotlight was
the perfect place to demand
straight answers to these tough
questions. An effective examination of Bush on these issues
would have made the election
closer, and it would have done a
service to the American people.
Now we will be forced to trust
our new president while much of
the nation still fears the skeletons
in his closet.
Tuesday night, as he conceded
the race, Dukakis gave the most
emotional speech of his dry campaign. Had he utilized any of that
perpassion in his campaign
haps borrowing a bit from Jesse
been
have
Jackson he
would
more a more believable, not to
mention interesting, candidate.
His complete lack of inspiration caused many voters to lose

Analysis
interest or side with Bush weeks
ago.
Dukakis is, apparently, a good
and honest man. But he has hurt
this country by failing to organize
and lead those who opposed
George Bush. The minority in a
democracy must always have a
voice. When that minority is 42
percent of the nation, that voice
must he strong, persuasive,
inspired and believable.

(Dukakis) did not
strongly support
his positions
Over the past few months, Dukakis has occasionally been one
of the above. He has never been
all.
Now, Americans can settle in
for four more years of conservatism.
Whether Democrats or Republicans, all Americans surely
would appreciate being able to
choose between two or inure viable candidates. The last three
landslide elections suggest that
we have not had that basic tenet
of democracy.
A Republican mentality has
Democratic
ideals
clobbered
since Jimmy Carter was slaughtered by Ronald Reagan. The
American people have not even
been shown a fair fight.
If Democrats. and Americans
in general. can learn anything
from this election, it should be
that organization and inspiration
are necessary to make a good
election .
Dukakis had neither. America
is the worse for it.

member John Hjelt. "We out -hustled everyone. There is no shame in
coming up short if we put in a full effort. I’m very proud of the people I
worked with."
Another club member. Scott Copenhaver, said he thought the race
would he closer.
"I’m disappointed we lost, hut we
fought for what we stood for and believed in," he said.
"I’m obviously disappointed,’’
said Campus Democrat George Gonzales. "But we pulled the Democrats
more strongly together."
"We made some mistakes and
learned from this campaign. Next
time, we’re going to play the game
and not try to he the nice guy," he
said.

HELP

Wells
From page I
levels will he installed after the wells
are dug. said geology professor June
Oberdorter.
The monitors and testing equipment will be state-of-the-art, she
said.
"Things have gotten very hi -tech
in the the last few years," she said.
Using the three wells, students
will find out how much water the
sand can hold 75 feet below the
ground.
Water will he pumped out of one
well, Oberdorfer said. Monitors in
the other two wells will measure
how much the ground -water level
goes down.
Geology students will probably
also check if the water is contaminated by pollutants, she said.
"It used to be ground water geologists were mainly looking for drinking water, but now we have to make
sure the water that’s there is safe
enough to drink," she said.
The water below SJSU is probably
not contaminated, she said.
The wells will also allow students
to study the composition of the different layers underground.
"Geology here in Santa Clara
County is very complex." Oberdorfer said. "You’re never quite
sure what you’re going to find when
you get down there."
No problems arose from drilling
Tuesday, said George Curtis. technical coordinator for the geology department.
"It’s been a very slow and dirty
job, but other than that, we’ve had
no problems," he said.
A technician with a video camera
recorded the drilling so geology instructors can show students the operation. Williams said.
Teodora Vonesch, a graduate student in geology, watched the drilling
operation.
"For me, it’s an outstanding experience." she said. "The teachers
can say many things during their lectures, but here, it’s a live lecture."

Letters
From page I
"You’ve stolen my heart away
and I’m hoping you’ll keep it. While
you are gone, I don’t know what I’ll
do with myself. Without you, it
won’t be the same."
An example of elotpience? Well.
Medina claims the letters have
helped many relationships get off the
ground. Established ones have
grown deeper and cold ones have
begun to sizile.
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Gorbachev’s glasnost
faces domestic backlash

Marching away

BOSTON (AP) Human
rights
champion Andrei Sakharov warned
on his first trip to the West that Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s reforms face a domestic backlash, but
dismissed the personal risks of
continuing his outspokenness.
"If perestroika does not succeed,
then the question of my return to
(exile in) Gorky is totally insignificant," Sakharov said through a
translator Monday. Gorbachev released Sakharov front internal exile
nearly two years ago.
Perestroika, the restructuring of
the Soviet economic and political
system, is "at a very critical phase.’
the 67 -year-old Nobel Peace Prize
winner told reporters during a twohour news conference.
He said there are "sharp debates
in the press and at all levels" over
political and economic issues. "The
fate is being decided of which direction our development will go," said
Sakharov.
"The West must not fear perestroika. A greater danger to the world
as a whole would be the failure of
perestroika," he said, warning that
failure could strengthen his country’s military -industrial complex and
result in an expansionist foreign policy.
Sakharov said arms control nego-

fiations between the Soviet Union
and the United States are at a critical
juncture, with both sides considering
50 percent cuts in their strategic ar
senals. "It is an extraordinary opportunity," he said.
Monday was Sakharov’s first full
day outside the Soviet Union. He at
rived Sunday night from Moscow to
begin his two-week trip to the West
by visiting relatives in the Boston
area. His wife, Yelena Bonner, re
mined in Moscow.
Sakharov was scheduled to un
dergo a heart examination at Massa
chusetts General Hospital today or
Wednesday. then fly to Washington
on Thursday night to take part in a
board meeting of the International
Foundation for the Survival and De
velopment of Humanity.
Sakharov has accepted an invita
tion to meet President Reagan at the
White House on Monday. presi
dential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
told reporters aboard Air Force One
as Reagan returned to Washington
from California on Monday night.
Sakharov’s news conference was
held to promote the foundation,
which was organized in January by
U.S. and Soviet scientists.
The organization has begun work
on nuclear weapons verification and
environmental protection.
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Mark Studyvin Daily staff photographer
band is preparing for their performance at the University of Nevada.
I.as Vegas game in two weeks.

left. John Nleng. Misr Ilaydis and Bob Young, members of the
spartan Marching Band carry their tubas back front practice. ’[he

Death toll rises to over 900 in China’s worst quake in more than a decade
Ill

\

\1.111.11\ rescue
today worked to
reach a remote and mountainous
southern region where the gosernient said China’s worst earthquake

teal II,

allti

lilh:tOrS

in 12 years had killed more than 91.X1
people.
An entpIrt!,oe at the Ministry of
Civil Affairs ild the British Broadcasting Corp. and other reporters

today that the death toll from SunSun Shaticheng of the mini.n-!,
day’s quake had reached 939. The emergency rescue office said lie
quake registered 7.6 on the Richter could only confirm state -run radio’s
scale, indicating a temblor of Ire- earlier report that more than 60(1
mendous and devastating strength.
people were killed.
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Seven teachers lose pay for displaying political allegiance
SIMI VALLEY. (AP) - Seven
teachers who were suspended for
two days without pay for wearing
campaign buttons to work claim the
penalty is unconstitutional and
vowed to challenge the school district’s discipline.
"I’ve never been suspended,
never had a reprimand. I’m a cleancut guy," said suspended Royal
High School biology teacher Walt
Noisette.
Noisette, a Simi Valley Unified
School District teacher for 15 years,
said he refused to remove his "Yes
on 98- button urging support for the
state education funding initiative.
District Superintendent John W.
Duncan said the seven teachers ignored warnings that the campaign

buttons violated a 20-year-old district rule that bans "partisan politics
in our classrooms."
Representatives of the Simi Valley Educators Association, the union
representing the district’s 800 teachers, said they would challenge the
suspensions because the seldom used rule violates the teachers’ constitutional rights to free speech.
There is no district policy governing campaign buttons worn by students.
"The district policy says that teachers cannot actively campaign or
promote candidates for office in the
classroom," said Hal Vick, the
union’s executive director. "But
courts have ruled that the wearing of
buttons or arm bands are not consid-

ered active campaign activities."
If a district appeal is unsuccessful
Vick said the teachers would file a
lawsuit and ask the courts to intervene.
The teachers who received suspension notices said they wore campaign buttons in the past without district interference.
One of the teachers, Terry Eggers,
suggested the district took the action
because some of the buttons supported non -incumbents seeking seats
on the Simi Valley Board of Education.
"I’m sure that this is politically
motivated," said Eggers, a science
teacher at Royal High School for 23
years.
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Free needle program starts slowly
NEW YORK (AP) - Only two
people received free needles on the
first day of a program for drug addicts that seeks to stem the spread of
AIDS, but an official declared the
nation’s first government needle
giveaway "an enormous success."
Dr. Stephen Joseph. the city’s
health commissioner, said he anticipated a slow start for the experiment, which calls for participation
by 400 of the city’s estimated 200,-

000 drug addicts.
The experiment is an attempt to
learn whether giving intravenous
drug users clean needles will limit
needle -sharing among addicts. AIDS
can be spread through the use of contaminated needles, and health officials say drug abusers are a major
conveyor of acquired immune deficiency syndrome to heterosexuals.
The program has drawn opposition from the city’s top police offi-

cial

and some black and Hispanic
leaders, who say giving out needles
encourages drug abuse.
"It’s genocide, pure and simple,"
said City Councilman Hilton Clark
of Harlem.
But Joseph contended the black
community is bearing the brunt of
the AIDS crisis. "The lives that can
be saved if this program works is the
lives of black women and babies,"
he said.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BUSINESS

CARDS-stationery.
$30 1000. Business urds all done
In raised letters. Plea. call FINE.
LINE DESIGN .1 (415)864.0083

EASTERN ORTHODOX YOUNG Adult
Christians! Please joln us for an
orgenimilionsl meeting of all OR
THODOX young adults age 18 &
older at St Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church. 1260 Davis St. San
Jose Call (408)246-2770 for Infer.
(nation
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage

S9.45 per hr., banquet aides
$525 per hr cocktail servers
$41,25 per hr
tips
Pan
Time on call available. no expert
once nwessary! Ask for Melinda
In personnel. Santa Clara Marriott
Hotel, 2700 Mission College. 9.1500, .6549
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Apply 01 MARIE CALLENDER..,
2831 Meridian Ave

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS! International businesses

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR, Register your resume now

and investors $eek foreign nationels with first hand knowledge
of wonornic, business, scientific.
and political conditions in home
country for consulting assistance. For information send resume to BCS International, 700 St.

with the prolessio.1 career program. Call (408) 243-4070 for do-

Mary’s Piece, Suite 1400, San Antonio, TTTTT 78205 or call (800)

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth. eyel
and money too For informeffon
and brochure see A S office or

FULL -PART TIME aftwkncl. occupetIonatectivity
bask car. aides,
DO tikes 5.5.50-11 pet hr. Call Ms
Halg ht 371-5220.

at affordable prin. Call Mark Fil.
Ice, (4013)943-9190 for a no obligation quote
PUT

628-2828. .tension 856

N111(408(371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE

GOVT JOBS! $18,031 to S69,405 immediate Hiring! Your area CalpRefundeble(!1-518-459-3611

NEL needed Flexible hours to ftt
with your school schedule, will

price ’Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Car.’ Gwen Cheigren,

train

RE . 559.3500, 1645 S Bascorn
Ave eC
Hair Today Gone To-

If interested plea. call
Karen at CATERING BY COAST,

SPRING

SEMESTER EMPLOYMENT
working in schools with di.bled
children Morning hours. up to 20

hours
forms

tance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
voice & personality Call RICH at

Impecceble religiously serviced
Collector’s car, must we to appreciate. 54,500. Call 8482428
86 KAWASAKI NINJA 600 low mile-

Kw

Rod, white and blue helmet,

$2,400 Call 245-7973
1976 GERMAN MADE CAPRI Special
GHIA edition 2 dl sport coupe
One Owner Very clean. Excellent
condition
Meg wheels
Sony
AM FM cassette,4 .pd Call 4471135(days)356-5061(ev.)

FOR SALE
ARTISTS

2 large stretcher bars as.rnbled prof.slonally. 60" x 72"
tie Reedy for your next paintings.
Anita 924-1592,371-1909

HELP WANTED
ANALYTICAL

RESEARCH

TECHNI
smell and InnoCIAN ROMAN.
with. blomaterials compeny, is
seeking en upper division or
graduate student In the sciences
to work 20 ilk wk in our lab Send
resume to Robert Dick at Roden,
1025 Terre Bolls A., Mtn View.
Ca 94043

IDEAL HOURS GUARANTEED $6 Tr
Make up to 511 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose offIce. Mon-Fri 5 30-900 PM Set. 9I PM Call Duncan at 964-0402
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL

&
round positions available now
Salary Lifeguards $550.06 40.
Pool
Managers 67 00-68 6011,
Call 942-2470

MACINTOSH LOVERS. Work part time
In an all Mac environment programming In HyperCard and 413
Will
train.
but
programming
cour.work is required Flexible
hours Cell 738-5976 for information or send
letter resume to
Quatro Marketing Services, 1230
Oakmeed Pkwy #210. Sunnyvele.
Ca 04086 Mtn Mar. Thomas
MAKE MEGA BUCKS at odd hours
Experknced
carpet
cleaners
night 249-0931

need.d day

OFFICE ASST NEEDED! FT days and
pl nights & .hods Flex hrs, tor
more info. call Sliff or Carol at
Russell4 Furn 296-7393

APPOINTMENT SETTING. pet time
Flexible
hours.
possible

PART TIME JOB International finance
madeting co looking for sharp
people Our dream k to give you

$200 wkly or more based on sales
perform.. Excellent working

an extre $1000 rno Call Ricardo
Ant.. 965-7085 for appt

conditions. good communication
011110 mu.. Call 280-0454
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT

OPERATORS needed on graveyd shift
end weekend shift 12840 hr
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mech. or

N. assembly e.p or equk ad in
the science* or computer prog
0111000 We offer
Nu. be US
relmb
Call
1000,
education
415 493-1800,1445, VARIAN
CHILDCARE POSMONS AVAILABLE.
hr PT,F7 positions
Nort/wn CalIfornia Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd. Los Altos. Ca

55

In

94022 14151 949-2933. (415) 949-

2633
-

ION Sales, home decor Fkxible
hours. call Mark at 993-1133
STUDENTS WANTED
PETERSON’S VIDEO TRANSFER Svs
la now hiring Ipt. ft all Milne)
Knowledge of film video pre/
Apply In person 10891 11 Wolfe,
or call 255-4925
RETAIL SALES! SCHURRA’s Candy
Fectory Exint opportunity for college students who want to grove
with on *spending business instore sales. merchandising. marketing, flexible part-time hours.
Increasing to full-tIme hours al
Chrletmae, Valentines

COACHES! Non-profit orgenization is
seeking pi coach., for mirkla
school program

PART TIME work in the new PAVIL-

Must be or.,

Wed, motive., heve
lotion 01-lingual A .

training

provided Call Rich at 249-6060.
COOK, HOUSEKEEPER, part-time In
exchtinge for rooin & board 15.10
for work over 20 hrwk. Flexible
weet-ek.
S J
.hecluisquie
neighborhood. Plea. WM. Mrs.
H 0 leort.,10110 Mitchell CI . 5 J
95128
CARE
staff
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local wklentlei faciliadolesties for young edults
cent, with sadism & related di.
blink. Full time & pall lime
positions available Starting 56. 25 hr Call 446-3093
DON’T MISS thi OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the keen... Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Your student government
le
currently
accepting
applications on over 40 commit.** including Public Reistions,

Feeler

Applications ecepted at 844 The
Alameda. S J
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and pert lime positions, all shifts No experNnce
reeded We Win Apply Mon Fri
AM-5PM. 260 Meridian An. , San
Jos.
OFFICERS
SECURITY
CASH?"

program) Do you have whet It
takee to receive paid training,
flexible hours. and $7111? Call
KEVIN at 924-1129

tion pay,
union A

irkreeses, creel
Immediate permanent

reg

Meow.. Apply between flaw
Sprn Mon-Frl at VANGUARD, 3212
Scoff Blvd. Sent. Clare (between

Donne toe.. 9244240

Son TOnutie &Mott)
SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSON-

PROOFREADING
RESEARCH quality work Reasonable Ws Call Dee 51 792-7029

ELECTROLYSIS,

Professional

HAIR

removal. the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for FALL Complimentary consuistion by appointment
Call 296-09310
Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits include ’Tuition Books -Computer Loans Corn pent. Sevings Rees
Check Writing Cashing

F,.
’Menu

lecturer s Hanover GSL’S
!Liable Member Privileges

Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at
8th and San Salvador
MARY KAY COSMETICS. Wonderhti
skin care & nail care products,
mens skin care too Try before
you buy Beautiful holiday items,
great for gift giving For informs-

1920’s DECORATOR APARTMENT 1
1 2 bedroom, long tern prefer.d.

lion & complimentary facial. call
Lisa at 259-1018

feature. financially responsible.
clean, quiet 8 sober only. SINGLE
OCCUPANCY 6485, $6504990911
551 S611151, 293-0989.

call Esther Bob Lager or Sister
Judy Ryan e 298-0204

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening at 10 00 PM al
Campus Christian Center, 10. 8

for your wedding party or dance
at ...able rates Call Desk.
or Phil at 270-8960 or 922-7359

clubs, business Custom acr.n
printing on shirts, sweats, and

undergrad

Resumes, term papers, thews. reports of all kinds
STUDENT rata. for undergrels
Available day. eves, weekends by

WRITING
RESEARCH Call (800)777.7901

A A-1

SECRETARY wnh computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my speciality Call Pam al (408)225-502501

EDITING",

TRAVEL

(4011)225.9009
AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND! Got
your attention. mete, New Zee-

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Prof...stone!

word-proc.sIng
.kices with student discounts

land company has openings for
few adventurous Americans on
Its 00401 30" tours of Australia &

available

Offer fest turnaround.
pickup & delivery, grammar edit

New Zealand WhIlewater rafting,

ill. um im

im

Ware testtlepen-

San Jose, 8AM-10PM. Mon-Sal..
plck-up delivery tea. daily
EDITINGWORD PROCESSING Term
Papers, Research Projects. End
Resume* Help with grammar.

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing 8 word processing Pepers.thesie.resumes.

punctuation. sentence etructure
on request (APA. Tumble,. et.
Forme English major 01111 16 yr.

reports. manuscript 8 group
projects welcome Student ral..
7011,, Inn campus nr 680 & McKee

expel..

(BERRYESSA area)

Phone Mrs Morton at 268.9448

To ensure

your
paper’s
completion
on
schedule r.erve your time early

around

By appt Chrystal st 923-8461

Call

246-

-The Perfect Paper"

rsblen formats Gual guar (25
yrs up ) Cell Rot (4011)274-3684

Low Price.
pick up and del,
ery available Cell (408)260-2481,

(leave message) Avails... 7 days

RAM-9PM

we.

PROCESSING!!’
ANN.
WORD
Theses. Repon.. Letter. No lirna
to type your paper, Call MARY
ANN..

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
acadernic.busineselegal
processing needs Term papers.
reports, resume...Mks, group

241-5490.Sante

Clara
TYPING SERVICE

projects.rnanuals.the.s, etc Lilt, quality, All formats plus APA
Free disk store" SPELCHEK

Reasonable

rates Free disk storage Free
pick-up and delivery Call 279-

.punctuatIon.grarnmar

urea

tents All work guaranteed For
that professionarquick & depend.. worry -free service at its best.
call PAM al 247-26E1 (Santa Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAC-

8936
CALL LINDA TODAY for experfenced,
professional word processing
Laser printer. cassette transcription Theses. tem/ papers, group
prowls. resumes. etc All formate Including APA All wog*

cessing needs Graphics. letters,
reports. manuscripts, r.urnes.
term papers. thee.
Editing.
grammar 8 spell checking All
work done on. PS Laser Printer.
or printing front your dish. Both
IBM 8 Mac II computers Special
student discount. Call Printy’s
WORDWORKS
253-WORD or
253-WORK
INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC Word
processing, editing. re.arch, resumes. on -tine .arching, blbligraphics, quick reference Libra, ion Nth MLS Call (408) 732-7192

PAGEW1SE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have M.A. in English, 5 yr asp and
haunting obsession wnh doing it right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. faculty. writers.
prof’is E hp d with ESL writers Edit rewrite too G. Pt...1W (408)732-4645
WORD

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On-campus
pickup del Letter quel Term papers.group project., theses, resumes. letters. etc. SPA. MLA, Tu.

secretary Write Type-972-9430

at

Santa Clare

5825

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers. theses. resumes. letters
No charge minor editing Rees by
peg*. hour or lob Former legal

ANN

er.

resumes. repetitive lettere tr.scrIptIon Fr. SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc storage Quick turn-

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
trans./Sion Experienced thesis
typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

’A

Glen

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis ....lists Also term papers. manuscript. ....eye,

PJ-923-2309

AMY FOR

Willow

of our experti. Top secretarial
.ryke for all your WORD pro-

ULTY RATES!
GO WITH THE BEST, Teke sciventeste

PROCESSING, papers, resumes. manuscripts, form letters
Experienced prof.slonel
Free
SPELLING CHECK, disk storage
Call 996-6821

WORD PROCESSING in Santa Cruz
ree Tann papers, work, manu
wripteek From $3 pg. Call (406)
685-0415
WORD PROCESSING TOP NOTCH!
Student manuscript
discount.
Editing eve. Former tech editor
with B A in English & 12 yew
prof

word processing exper inspell punt ell. Nor’/tr.
quality output WILLOW GLEN
Patrkia (4010288-5668
cluck.

WORD PROCESSING

letter welly
preparation of term pepers, reports. theses, meows. Mc. R.sonsble pricing, wcurete and fat
turnaround On -campus pick-up
end delivery Call 6 AM
9 PM,
Candoce. 2864398

on moms mum
min mi
mum
Print Your Ad Here
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(Count approximately 30 letters and spares I),, earn line,

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
I

Two
One
Days
Day
I
I31 Ines $390 $4 80
4 Lines $480 $570
$570 $660
I 5 Lines
6 Lines $6 55 $7 50
? Each Additional tine Add $

Three
Days
$525
$615
$700
$7 90
90

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
$810

Five
Days
$5 75
$660
$750
$840

Each
Extra
Day
$1 00
$1 15
$130
$145

I
I
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1
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5 9 t ines $50 00 10.14 I ines $70 00
15 Plus 11110’S $40 00

Address

Phone 924-3277
City A Slate
Enclosed is

I ’nes

Days

eny toll

SERVICES

Circle Culmination
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

tweeting or using chemical dope -

AutonlOtive

tor*. Lel me permanently remove your unwonted hair (chin.

T ravel

liousing
For Sale

Service,
I ost & t th.11,11

Stereo

T yping

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving, waxing,

blainl

sonable rates

(NURSING DEPT) for ALL YOUR
TYPING NEEDS( THESES) Call
Lindell. Write Type, 723-1714,

&ebb. grammar -experienced College grads, so call us with papers,
reports, theses (lisp Science).
etc at 251-0449

Nos

own message or hear six different
messages left by others Sou
don’t helve to do it None Someone Mleclel is welting to meet
you Hurry, Cell today, Over 18
only 52

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD, This year.
call typlet 0150 1. experienced In
Including
APA
formate
ALL

word pr.essing our specialty
Guaranteed
quality
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing. Rea

appt Call Anna al 972-4992

5036

you’ JEN

408-9711.2002
THE SOUTH BAY

SERVICES
assistance

Ghostwriting All subents Qualified writers Resumes Re-writing Catalog Berkeley (415) 841-

RAY (KENNEDY HALL) K.p up the
good work You’re doing greet
Thanks lor your support I LOVE

tions.P 0 Sox 360190. Milpitas.
Ca 95035 Do It TODAY.

weekly.

E504

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT! Academic

SAN Who, ovewheimed by reports to
be typed, RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and

Monday through Friday 3-9PM

PRINCE TICKETS for Thureleys sold
out show on Nov 10. 525 a piece
Call Bob Gary al 2117.5151

SPLASH. Remind him to put DOWN
the TOILET SEAT Discreet vinyl
decal Send 52 to OK Produc-

days

and South San Jose Minutes
horn SJSU Call Woe. (408)
227-9419. garn to 8prn

lockets (hominy work at reasonable rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at 1408) 262-7377,

RESEARCH
Academic thesis

.ven

AAA
ACCURACY
ALWAYS
ASSURED Professional Word Proc....9
Thesis.
papers,
rewines
Desktop
Publishing
...W. Serving Evergr.,

T-SHIRTS tor fraternities, sororities.

WRITING.

copy Cell Pamela et (408)946.
386210 reserve your time now

ACHIEVEMENT.

Quick turnaround All work guar.
ante. Thanks

STUDENT NURSE TUTORING Or prof
reasonable Call (408(263-9256

Firnheber at 299-0204

Sch....2534965(.ft RPM)

Available

guaranteed Quick return Almaden Branham area Phone 264-

mg. laser printer and guarantee

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY,

Trust TONY. 296-2087 Thanks
51 50 per page double spaced

San Carlos For more information
about activities. call Rev Mort/

SCOUTS’It 000 .00.1 be interested in
continuing your ass. ,a BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA,call Chuck

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off ANYWHERE, any fare Call
Andy, TWA Campus Rep 29711809.

You ve gol the party. we ye gol
the music, Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music

.66, 335 S Raymond Ac.. San
Jose

EIT. Calculus, General
and Organic Chemistry. Physics,
8 more 20 different books *veileble at Spartan Bks (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore

back, Its summer there during our
winter break so call AUSTRALIA -

ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE In typing the44 tops

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Contidential by appointment only 247-

EXAM FILES fron Professors throughout the USA Eliam problems sr
the professore own deleled solutions Available for 8 Engineering

friendliest people You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS

PERSONALS
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 & 8 00 PM. Campus Christi.
Center, 10th & San Carlos For
more info about other actIvIlles

Classified
sailing, dive the great barrier reef,
Trowel and party with the worlds

NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER
TOURS. (415) 948-2160, and ask
about the Conti. species Also
available. Europe nett summer
Great Trips. Super wk.!

Va-

2 ROOMS *rail 1 bik from SJSU 3 Dr,
2 ha h., off street parking
S250 mo
$167 chop Move in
Dec 1st Dave Carlos 01 280-0871

BULLETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A fast end easy

comps.. in Silicon Volley All
MP. ay. We offer medical dental ins, weedy /fey, non-uniform &
blew uniform positions, vena-

at 448-5494
EDITING

laundry rrn Call Claudia 3566131 Julie 297.1566 Avail NOW

way to meet quality people for romance or triarrwlahip Social end
sports partnere ere N. available
You may choose to Wye ywr

Clara, or tall 946-CAVE

discount to students and faculty Willow Seen eke Call Marie

FEMALE ROOMMATE WNTD Share 19
bdrrn & 1 1 2 bill Prhng garage.

hrs. day Excellent pay and bow
Ills Pakl training, no asp net -

Judiciary. Greduete StudIo.. epee. ellocationa & Renew Board
for Hum. *ob)ects Call A S Per.

EARN EXTRA CASH Dengue pew.

HOUSING

10, 1011 and part time positions All
whiffs available 7 days. 24

SECURITY’RECEPTION, 56-57 hr No
experience necessary, 1.01 & pert
time We are looking for outgoing,
social p.pl0 to work at high tech

Strictly nonsexual Call 371-1433
or 395-3560
DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men. casual and tor
me wear, pant hemming $5 10,

WE NEED A FEW good people .1 1110
SJSU TO P (telephone outreach

NEED

*emery Apply Mon-Frl IIAM411111,
1700 Wyatt Dr Suite 7, Ser.

movement dysfunction
Sliding
fee scale tor the handicapped

998-4526
TELEMARKETING POLITICAL WORK,
Work for social change November "88 8 BEYOND," Perm pert
time positions. $8 hr
comm
Near campus Call CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA et 286-6113 E 0$

I 111/NK I’VE LOST 71-fE ,
ABILITY 12) RATHER A
CHILI> A5 WELL.

rapeutic twhniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Specie.ing in chronic pain. stress. and

week
Application
available in Room 204
Sweeney Hall and Career Planning

GROUP HOME for AUTISTIC children
Overnight sleep
position.
32
hrs. wk. Call 377-5412 ME 9-5.

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE! Using a variety of the-

per

TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Part time, $200 WK POSSIBLE, DAILY CASH Walking dis-

Gus Torres

Rocky

(408)730-0500

Ent F404 for Federal List 2411,0
CLASSIC VOLVO 122S. Mint condi11.. new paint, engine, weber
cart, brakes. affvfm case Int. Ott

.:.-;

tummy, moustache, Rid)

15% discount to studeni end fac
ulty Call before December 31
1968 and get your first appt et 1 2

SEND CHECK MONEY ORI/ER
OR CASH 30

Classified Desk Located Inside Demna

San Jose Slate University

Deadline Two days prior to publicaloon
Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
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1
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Gifts with a
Japanese Appeal
Arts & Crafts
Folk Art
Books

NIKAKU
JAPANESE ARTS
615 N. 6th St.

13W14’.

Festival of Lights

BENT

Saturday, November 12 5-8 pm
FOOD JAPANESE ENTERTAINMENT PRIZES
BUDDHIST CHURCH GYM
640 N 5th Street
13

XPRESS
mann

Sponsored by Jackson -Taylor Business Association

Gifts

San Jose

211 E. Jackson Street
288-6330
Monday -Saturday 11:30am- 7:30pm

(408) 971-2822

Shopping at Dobashi
Creates a
Japanese Delight

(tht)ov tilt fiat art
lapartest euteittit
at

of

Gombei
Japanese Restaurant

Beef Sukiyaki

Buy three
pastries
and get
the fourth
Shuef-Do FREE
Manju Shop

1.) 1 1/2 lbs. Beef (Sirloin or Rib) Sliced Thin
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

Japanese Box Lunches

1 pkg. Tofu (Bean Curd) Diced
1 pkg. (Shirataki Yam Noodles)
Vegetables (Green Onion, Bamboo Shoots, Onions)
1 Bottle (7oz.) Yanaki Sukiyaki Sause

217 E. Jackson
294-4148
Closed Tuesdays

279- 431 1
193 E. JACKSON STREET SAN JOSE, CA 95112

Cook above ingredients in an electric skillet at 350 F
until meat is done. Don’t overcook. Serve in small bowls.

0

a,

Dobashi Market
240 E. Jackson
295-7794

VIJAPANESE FAMILY RESTAURANT
A RELAXED FAMILY ATMOSPHERE AT A REASONABLE PRICE.

In Japan Town on the
corner of 4th & Jackson
San Jose, CA 95112
parking in rear

SAN JOSE TOFU CO.

Open Mon - Fri
Lunch: 11:30-2:00
Dinner: 5:00-9:30
Sat Dinner: 5pm-9:30

287-5944

SOY BEAN CAKES
175 E Jackson St
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 292-7026

HOURS: Mon -Sat gam-6pm
Closed Sunday

CUBAN

Beautiful Flowers for Every Occasion

INTERNATIONAL
RESTAURANT

ONISITI FLORIST

CUBAN -MEXICAN PUERTO RICAN &
BRAZILIAN FOOD

181 EAST TAYLOR STREET

295-1130

Featuring:
ROAST PORK
PRAWNS & SAUCE

625 N. 6th St.
-

:-.

FREE SODA

288-6783 10

Collebrate tho
ltq
IFostivall
Cif

Closed Thurs.& Sum.,

More Than Just

GODZILL

with

Any Lunch
Everyday

/4-;-1-11

Nichi Since
Bei 1902Bussan
EL TORASCO
MEXICAN FOOD
170 E. TAYLOR ST.

293-7682

==-701
.0.1

10
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Japanese Giftware & Fabrics
Kimonos-Happl Coats-Books on Japan
Futons -Martial Art Supplies
Bunko Needlepunch Embroidery
Japanese Ethnic T-Shirts

English subtitles available
10% oft membership thru Nov.

140 E. Jackson St. San Jose CA. 95112

161 Jackson Street
Mon. - Sat. 11am-7pm
Sunday 11am-5pm

408

294-8048

JAPAN CULTURE
VIDEO

293-3350 C)

tIr ’to

Join us for the Festiva

